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Geographer William D. Pattison presented his four traditions of geography at the annual congress of the National Council on Geographical Education in 1963. With these commandments, Pattison sought to define discipline by establishing a common vocabulary in the geographic community as a whole. Its purpose was to create a lexicon
of basic geographical concepts so that the work of scientists could be easily interpreted by lay people. Four traditions are spatial or location traditions, fields of research or regional traditions, human-land traditions, and traditions of Earth science. Each of these traditions is interconnected, and they are often used in conjunction with each
other rather than alone. The basic concept of the spatial tradition of geography is related to in-depth analysis of the features of the place, such as the distribution of one aspect by area - the use of quantitative methods and tools, which can include such things as computerized mapping and geographic information systems, spatial analysis
and patterns, distribution of antennas, density, movement and transport. The local tradition tries to explain the course of settlements in terms of location, growth and in relation to other settlements. Unlike spatial tradition, the Tradition of Area Exploration defines as much as possible to pick up about a particular location in order to identify,
describe and differentiate it from other regions or regions. The world regional geography, along with international trends and relations, is at the center of the trend. The Earth Man tradition focuses on the relationship between people and the land on which they live. Man-Earth looks not only at the impact of people on the environment, but
also on the contrary, on how natural disasters can affect human life. Along with adding population geography, the tradition also takes into account the implications that cultural and political practices have in this area of research as well. The tradition of Earth science is the study of planet Earth as a home for people and its systems. Along
with the physical geography of the planet, the focus of the study includes such things as how the location of a planet in the solar system affects its seasons (also known as the interaction of the Earth and the Sun) and how changes in the lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere affect human life on the planet. The
geographical traditions of Earth science are geology, mineralogy, paleontology, geology, geomorphology and meteorology. In response to four traditions, in the mid-1970s, researcher J. Lewis Robinson noted that pattison's model left several important aspects of geography, such as the time factor, as it relates to historical geography and
cartography (map-making). Robinson wrote that by dividing geography into these categories, while acknowledging consistent themes, go through all four - Pattison's commandments were not Attention. Robinson did, however, admit that Pattison did good work to create a framework for discussing the philosophical principles of geography.
As a result, while it's not all and the end of everything, most geographic exploration will probably at least start with Pattison's traditions. Although they are not perfect, they are nevertheless important for studying geography since they were first adopted. Many of the later specialized areas of geographic exploration are, in fact, new and
improved versions - anew and using the best tools-original ideas of Pattison. From the very beginning of mankind, the study of geography captured the imagination of the people. In ancient times, geographical books extolled stories about distant lands and dreamed of treasures. The ancient Greeks created the word geography from the
roots of ge for land and grapho for writing. These people experienced many adventures and needed a way to explain and communicate the differences between different lands. Today, geography researchers continue to focus on people and cultures (cultural geography) as well as on planet Earth (physical geography). The features of the
Earth are the area of physical geographers and their work includes research on the climate, the formation of the shape of the earth, as well as the distribution of plants and animals. Working in closely related fields, studies of physical geographers and geologists often intersect. Religion, languages and cities are among the specialties of
cultural (also known as human) geographers. Their exploration of the intricacies of human existence is fundamental to our understanding of cultures. Cultural geographers want to know why different groups practice certain rituals, speak different dialects, or organize their cities in a certain way. Geographers are planning new communities,
deciding where new highways should be located, and setting evacuation plans. Computerized mapping and data analysis is known as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), a new frontier in geography. Spatial data is collected on various subjects and entered on the computer. GIS users can create an infinite number of maps by
requesting some of the data to plot. There is always something new in geography for research: new nation states are being created, natural disasters are hitting populated areas, climate change in the world and the Internet are bringing millions of people closer together. Knowing where countries and oceans are on the map is important,
but geography is much more than answering trivia questions. The ability to geographically analyze allows us to understand the world in which we live. If you are passionate about maps of online degree geography may be your ticket to a career as a cartographer or cartographer. Geography is the study of the Earth, but it is also broader,
encompassing a deeper study of the interactions between humans and the Earth and how it evolved over time. As a degree of basic, geography usually has one of two accents. Physical is the study of physical land formations, catchments and beds, and how these systems are evolving. Human geography is the study of the interaction
between people and their natural habitat. This education teaches you to address many important issues, such as urban planning, which is a topic that needs to be addressed in the future. Career options for geography graduates are varied. Just hired reports a geography major can make about $50,000. Those with a high degree education
in this area often secure a career as public land planners or cartographers. CAREER PATHEarning geography degree online can lead to several solid careers. Cartographers, also known as cartographers, are among the most well-known experts who study physical geography. Urban planners and land-use planners often start with a
geography program. You can also use this degree as a launching pad to work as an environmental consultant, urban planner or geographic information systems officer. The degree can also be used in a variety of positions such as international aid and development worker, landscape architect, or conservation officer. Of course, there is
also the opportunity to teach geography, either at the secondary level or at the high school level, giving you the opportunity to develop future geography specialties that will add to the field of learning. There are not only many possibilities, but also many benefits that come from this area of degree. By studying geography, you will get
excellent research skills that can be applied to numerous positions in almost any industry. You will also have analytical skills that can be used to help companies and organizations make important decisions. Let's take a closer look at some of the professions you can enter if you study geography... Geographer - The most obvious option is
working as a geographer. These experts study the land, including natural features, as well as residents. They also study political and structural boundaries spanning the globe. Many of them will also write reports and present their findings to government officials or company executives. This career brings an average salary of $76,860,
which is an excellent income, given that you only need a bachelor's degree. If you are in the top 10% of the field, you can earn over $104,000, so the opportunity is there for an excellent salary. With a career growth of 7%, it will also give you a stable, reliable career. As a cartographer, you'll collect geographic data and create displays that
help transmit data on a visual environment. For example, you can create a map that shows the totals of rain in the region. You will prepare maps both digitally and graphically, allowing you to solve both environmental and educational The pay for this career is excellent, but career advancement is one of the best you can find. According to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, cartographers have an average salary of $63,990, while the best professionals in this career can expect to earn more than $100,000. In addition to wages, wages, Growth is expected to be 19%, which is more than double the national average for all careers (7%). will be incredibly important to the geographer
and cartographer. Other mathematicians, such as algebra, will also be crucial and you need to understand these principles in order to really succeed in geography. If you have enjoyed these classes in the past, you can be the perfect candidate for a geography degree. WHAT SHOULD I LOOK FOR? If you are willing to make the leap into
a geography degree, you should make sure that you have the right program in mind. There are many different degrees of geography that you can continue, so you will need to take your time and choose the right one. Check the basic requirements to make sure you are up to the basics before enrolling in geography classes. While you're at
it, check coursework to make sure the classes will meet your needs and train you to achieve your future goals. If you think you have what it takes to be a world-class geographer, cartographer, or any of the professionals with a geography degree, it's time to take the plunge. When comparing programs, keep in mind the average cost of
online degrees. A bachelor's degree usually costs between $30,000 and $50,000, but many are available at a much lower price. Compare your options before signing up to make sure you get a good deal. Deal. four historical traditions of geography. four traditions of geography pdf. four traditions of geography ppt. the four traditions of
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